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Abstract: Decision tree as one of data mining technique can validate bank customers. Main issue is the 

construction of a decision tree that can optimally classify customers. In thesis, presented a suitable model 

validation bank customers for providing credit facilities proportionate with each class based on genetic 

algorithm. Genetic algorithms by choosing the right features and making the optimal decision tree can 

help validation of customers. In pattern recognition and used process for CRISP validation of customers. 

The proposed classification model is based clustering techniques, characters selection, decision trees and 

genetic algorithm. This model tries to select and combine the best decision trees based on optimal 

standards and making the final decision tree to validate customers. The results show that accuracy of 

classification of model proposed classification is higher than all the decision tree models in this thesis. 

Also number of leaves and the size of decision tree and also the complexity of it are lower than all the 

other aspects of it. 
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Introduction  

Banks in order to awareness of the needs and the customer behavior in providing credit must 

identify their characteristics. This leads to decrease in bank risks including credit risk. Research and 

different application in the validation field is done to identify good and bad bank customers judgment 

method in validation because of the error and longtime gradually change its place to parametric and 

nonparametric method. Parametric methods like probit, lojic, differential analysis and logistic regression 

used at the beginning of validation, and nonparametric method and data mining like decision tree, neural 

network, and experienced systems. Decision tree is one of the data mining technique with high 

intelligibility and appropriate speed in learning pattern can be useful in validation of classifies customers. 

Now days the issue of validation has become an important issue of managers and bank experts. In a bank 

we can build different decision trees to classification and validation of customers. 

Increased accuracy in structure and content of decision tree by genetic algorithm, improving 

decision tree for easy understanding of taking wrong probable decision of bank experts in validation, 

reduction of need to costly and time consuming analysis in classification of customers. Optimal selection in 

characteristics of customers validation and finally their satisfaction in presenting proportional credit 

facilities with each class cussing genetic algorithm techniques in optimizing the decision tree and selection 

of characteristics in addition to resolve the issues raised has this advantages: genetic algorithm at the 

same time works with a set of solutions but inference algorithm greedily examines partial solution at 

every stage. 

The main issue is building decision tree that can classify good and bad bank customers optimally. 

It seems using optimization techniques like genetic algorithm is useful in character selection and making 

optimal decision trees for validation of bank customers. Character selection algorithms may placed in local 

optimum. On the other hand don’t consider interaction between features and imagine, relations between 

features are liner and the characters are independent algorithm of decision trees are greedy in growth 
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process. In some kind of algorithms there is more sensitive toward some characters for dismantling. They 

build large and complicated trees that the result has low accuracy in classification of test data collection 

and excessive evaluation. Decision trees compared to the large amount of data show interest in features 

and in lower parts the tree doesn’t like to increase accuracy, and reducing so much proportion. This 

algorithm in its process just use some of criteria and functions to make decision tree. 

In this essay a suitable model for validation of banks customer is presented like Melat bank for providing 

suitable credit with each class based of genetic algorithm. 

 

Review of literature 

Various studies has been done on the parametric and nonparametric in validation. The following 

are some examples that has been done abroad. 

 

Two examples of research on validation methods abroad: 

Installation differentiation analysis and algorithm after publication in neural network by Lee, Chiu, Lu 

and Chen in 2002. 

Incorrect classification scheme Kim and Sohn in 2004 

 

Two examples of researches in applying genetic algorithm in characters selection: 

Using genetic algorithm for choosing entrance variables by D’heygere, Goethals and Pauw int 2003. 

Genetic algorithm in choosing variables by using customers clustering by Liu and Ong in 2008. 

Two examples of research in applying genetic algorithm in making decision trees. 

Investigation of decision tree technique profits based on genetic algorithm by Huang, Gong, Shi, Liu and 

Zhang in 2007. 

Optimization predictions model based on decision trees and neural networks by D’heygere, Goethals and 

Pauw in 2006. 

Strengths of presented examples, in contrast with some internal and external similar examples and 

external similar examples and in case includes the following: 

Using preparation and data preprocessing methods. 

Using clustering in preprocessing of data in order to possible increase accuracy and decreasing complexity 

in customers classification. 

Combination of several character selection algorithm based of filtering approach Wrapper and embedded 

design for increasing flexibility and classification accuracy in building decision tree instead of using just 

one class. 

Production and comparison various decision tree and using them in different condition of case study 

against other research that uses just one kind of algorithm or model special study. 

Optimization of decision tree by genetic algorithm unlike previous research that build the only 

classification model and don’t try to improvement. 

Using of complexity pattern in optimal decision tree other than accuracy classification pattern. 

Using artificial intelligence methods and pattern recognition in customers validation bank system to deal 

with complicated conditions and in terms of non- linear relationships in customers classification and 

choosing character of validation. 

Existence process attitude in pattern recognition and data mining in customers validation of bank system 

against some other research about this field. 

 

Customer credit characteristics in the model 

Total customer’s credit features receiving facilities. “code type of record” character is the target 

feature . 

Date of contract (nominal), core code (nominal), number of branch (nominal), number of request 

(nominal), genre apparent (nominal), local code (nominal), customer name (nominal), ID number 

(nominal), date of birth (nominal),  location register cod (nominal), area cod (nominal), type of request code 

(nominal), the first due date (nominal), the last due date (nominal), number of installments (numerical), 

percent of  bank share (numerical), contract cost (numerical), how to use the facilities (nominal), amount 

used (numerical), type security code (nominal), value of collateral (numerical), last remind debt 

(numerical), type of part code (nominal), activity cores (nominal), type of contract code with bank 

(nominal), the purpose of receiving facility (nominal), the place of using facility (nominal), the case of 

using facility (nominal), record type assignment or nonassignment (nominal), date of record create 

(nominal), date (month, year) (nominal), name and surname of the reversion (nominal), credit code 
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(nominal), type of record code (nominal), the season account code (nominal), and the last turnover of 

account (nominal). 

Operational definition of concept model 

Decision tree: decision tree includes some ports:  

Nodes with the specified name or object properties have been labeling. 

Leaves that are equal to different classes.  A decision tree includes several inner nodes and several leaf. 

All the inner nodes includes two or several child each decision place in one node. The last node shows the 

final exit that in decision tree has discrete value. 

Optimal decision tree: in the study of decision tree it is considered to be three factors: 

Sample rate of correct classification (percentage of correctly classified)  

Sample rate of correct classification 

     
       

             
     

Complexity of decision tree that includes number of leaves and size of tree. 

Number of predictable features available in decision tree. 

 

Size of the tree: relate to the numbers of branches to reach the leaves in decision tree and equal to the sum 

of number of leaves and nodes in decision tree.  

 

Customers class in target characteristics 

Includes current customers, past due date and outstanding claims. Current customers are 

customers that haven’t the failure to pay behavior of received facilities. The past three months of the 

repayment period of credit facilities. Claim outstanding customers are those past more than six months of 

repayment period. 

 

Case study  

Because of confidentiality of bank information it is refused to offer descriptive statistics cast from 

the bank. 

The population in this thesis are 675 credit customers of Melat bank. 

Research operational model shows the proposed model that refers to building process and decision 

tree’s test in validation of bank customers. 

Hence the first three stages performed in pattern recognition, preprocess of data done. We can use 

clustering method for preprocess of data. Due to the operational research model Flowchart. 

Total steps in building the proposed classification model is like the analysis research model. 

In choosing characters, searching method, is haphazard and based of genetic algorithm. Feature 

selection algorithm based on approach of filter assess the following in set of features: integrity between 

features together and with target feature, compatibility of subset features with supplies in target feature, 

C4.5 accuracy classifier selection feature algorithm with the evaluation function Wrapper with the C4.5 

classifier based on Wrapper decision tree: because this algorithm uses a classified algorithm like genetic 

decision tree for selecting suitable features, based on embedded design approach in selection features. 

In selecting features based on filter approach and Wrapper by genetic algorithm we are using coded 

pattern zero and one for coded chromosomes (set of feature). One and zero respectively show presence and 

nonpresence of one feature in the set of features. Set of chromosomes are produced haphazardly. After this 

phase it is time to assess all chromosomes by assessor function. 

Premier chromosomes selection is based on merry – go- round way from the petals and for 

reproduce, intersection operations and random mutation take place on them. At first determined a 

probable number, after that the algorithm allocates a haphazard number to each couple of chromosomes, 

if this number be more than probable number predetermined, single- paint crossover zero and one take 

place from the petals. Then single – point mutation act zero and one applies on the new chromosomes. 

In the following new chromosomes have made and again by assessor function have assessed and 

best of the replaced by weaker chromosome from previous generation. Kind of assignment condition of this 

algorithm is reaching to certain number of times of algorithm with maximum number of generation. 

In the feature selection methods parameter values are as follow: number of cross validation is 

equal to 10, intersection rate 0.9, mutation rate 0.01, number of generation and initial population 20 and 

random number Seed equal to 1 is considered. Number of categories and number and threshold in 

selecting feature algorithm with evaluation function Wrapper with C4.5 classifier respectively are equal to 

10 and 1 and 0.01. parameter values of selecting feature algorithm based on genetic decision tree are as 

follow: 
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Using of cross- validation approach with number 10 in education and genetic decision tree test, 

crossover operator: random standard, mutation act: random standard genome replacement percent equal 

to 0.25 error rate equal to 0.95, Capability of preference in decision tree with higher accuracy on smaller 

decision tree, lack of dynamic change in preference of decision tree with higher accuracy on smaller 

decision tree at the start and end of evolution, intersection rate number 0.99, mutation rate number 0.01, 

number of generation number 100, initial population number 100, random number Seed equal to 

123456789. 

Methods of manufacturing decision trees in proposed classification model are as follow: 

Manufacturing five C4.5 decision tree by five way of selecting feature. 

Manufacturing four C4.5 decision tree by meta (synthesis selecting feature algorithms and tree. C4.5 

decision) with the use four selecting feature algorithm based on filter approach and Wrapper. 

Using of C4.5 decision tree in selection feature and manufacturing genetic decision tree with selective 

features (the approach based on embedded model). 

Genetic decision tree 

Using of genetic decision tree in selecting features and manufacturing genetic decision tree with selective 

features (the approach based on embedded model). 

Using of hierarchy decision trees: manufacturing genetic decision tree and then manufacturing C4.5 

decision tree in two branches mode from second floor above genetic decision tree. 

The proposed classified model in Melat bank were studied. Collection of data  

Validation required in this model received like an electronic version from research and planning of Melat 

bank. In order to analyze the data and Melat bank validation information and receiving the necessary 

results of descriptive statistical tools, we used learning machine and data mining. In order to information 

analysis and recording the results we used learning machine WEKA soft wares and GATree software and 

Excel software. For manufacturing and validation of model from the credit customers data of Melat bank 

of Mahabad city were used that in the first six months of 2004 received facilities in the form of contract.  

Results of propose classified decision tree is like as image 1. 

 

Table 1. results of proposed classified model of validation of customers in credit data collection of Melat 

bank 

Row 

Classifi

ed 

algorith

m 

Tota

l 

view

s 

Number 

of 

selective 

predictab

le feature 

True 

classifie

d views 

Percenta

ge of true 

classified 

views 

Numb

er of 

leaves 

Siz

e of 

tre

e 

Class 

accuracy 

of 

custome

rs 1 

Class 

accuracy 

of 

custome

rs 2 

Class 

accuracy 

of 

custome

rs 3 

1 

Propose

d 

modelin

g 

675 10 655 97.03 26 30 0.9873 0.9321 0.8942 

 

In the following proposed classified model of decision tree is given to comparison with other C4.5 

decision trees in credit data collection of Melat bank. 

 

Table 2. results of C4.5 performance without selection features and clustering credit collection of Melat 

bank 

Row 
Total 

views 

Number of 

true classified 

investigation 

Percentage 

of true 

classified 

views 

Number 

of leaves 

Size 

of 

tree 

Class 

accuracy of 

customers 

1 

Class 

accuracy of 

customers 

2 

Class 

accuracy of 

customers 

3 

1 675 651 96.44 33 83 0.9654 0.9233 0.8746 
 

In the following proposed classified model of decision tree is given to comparison with other C4.5 

decision trees in credit data collection of Melat bank. 
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Table 3. results of C4.5 performance with selection features based on genetic algorithm and without 

clustering credit data collection of Melat bank 

Row 

Evaluation 

function of 

selecting 

feature 

based on 

genetic 

algorithm 

Total 

views 

Number of 

true 

classified 

investigation 

Percentage 

of true 

classified 

views 

Number 

of 

leaves 

Size 

of 

tree 

Class 

accuracy 

of 

customers 

1 

Class 

accuracy 

of 

customers 

2 

Class 

accuracy 

of 

customers 

3 

1 Wrapper 

with C4.5 

classifier 

675 657 97.33 31 35 0.9812 0.928 0.9021 

2 Correlation 

between 

features 

together 

and with 

target 

feature 

675 652 96.59 29 32 0.9731 0.9172 0.8863 

3 Subset 

compatible 

features 

with 

attribute 

values 

675 650 96.29 30 33 0.9707 0.9245 0.8726 

4 C4.5 

classifier 
675 656 97.18 30 34 0.9784 0.9216 0.8973 

 

 

Table 4. results of C4.5 performance with selection features based on best and first search and without 

clustering credit data collection of Melat bank 

Row 

Evaluation 

function of 

selecting 

feature 

based on 

genetic 

algorithm 

Total 

views 

Number of 

true 

classified 

investigation 

Percentage 

of true 

classified 

views 

Number 

of 

leaves 

Size 

of 

tree 

Class 

accuracy 

of 

customers 

1 

Class 

accuracy 

of 

customers 

2 

Class 

accuracy 

of 

customers 

3 

1 Wrapper 

with C4.5 

classifier 

675 660 97.77 33 38 0.9826 0.9321 0.8972 

2 Correlation 

between 

features 

together 

and with 

target 

feature 

675 654 96.88 28 31 0.9712 0.9145 0.8874 

3 
 

Subset 

compatible 

features 

with 

attribute 

values 

675 655 97.03 33 37 0.9781 0.9321 0.8812 

4 C4.5 

classifier 
675 658 97.48 31 35 0.9792 0.9333 0.8918 
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Table5. results of C4.5 performance with selection features based on genetic algorithm with considering 

feature of clustering credit type in data collection of Melat bank 

Row 

Evaluation 

function of 

selecting 

feature 

based on 

genetic 

algorithm 

Total 

views 

Number of 

true 

classified 

investigation 

Percentage 

of true 

classified 

views 

Number 

of 

leaves 

Size 

of 

tree 

Class 

accuracy 

of 

customers 

1 

Class 

accuracy 

of 

customers 

2 

Class 

accuracy 

of 

customers 

3 

1 Wrapper 

with C4.5 

classifier 

675 656 97.18 35 40 0.9815 0.9253 0.8994 

2 Correlation 

between 

features 

together 

and with 

target 

feature 

675 654 96.88 28 31 0.9712 0.9145 0.8874 

3 Subset 

compatible 

features 

with 

attribute 

values 

675 653 96.74 31 35 0.9735 0.9307 0.8852 

4 C4.5 

classifier 
675 660 97.77 30 34 0.9745 0.9385 0.8875 

 

Decision tree of proposed classified model has high accuracy of classifying and low complexity 

rather than compared decision trees. Just C4.5 decision tree from selecting feature with the first and best 

search and Wrapper evaluation function with C4.5 classifier has higher accuracy of classifying just to 

%0.1 but number of leaves and size of tree in decision tree is more than number of leaves and size of 

decision tree proposed classified model. 

Based on proposed classified model, of genetic algorithm used in manufacturing decision trees like 

C4.5. Also classifying and complexity of accuracy decision tree proposed classified model is improved for 

customers validation of Melat bank rather than compared decision trees. 

 

Conclusion and Recommends 

Banks in granting credit facilities to customers need to validate them. Decision trees can classified 

customers in this field. Main issue in making decision trees that can optimally classify the customers. 

Target is offering suitable validation model of bank customers like Melat bank for granting credit facilities 

fit with each class. 

This model in the form of development process in pattern recognition and CRISP process do the 

final manufacturing of decision tree for validation of bank customers. Clustering techniques and selecting 

features are used based on genetic algorithm in making decision trees. Decision tree made from proposed 

classifying model has higher accuracy in classifying, number of leaves and size of decision tree and as a 

result had lower complexity due to all the decision trees in this thesis. 

According to what said we can use proposed classified model for manufacture and decision tree 

test in order to validation of bank customers due to searching background and proposed model these cases 

are recommended: 

In terms of costs of false classification in decision tree algorithm and cost of false selecting features in 

selecting feature algorithm in proposed model. 

Development of the proposed model with using other classifying way of decision tree like as ID3 in making 

proposed classifying model. 
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Also applied recommends for banks are as follows: 

Using proposed classifying model in validation of bank customers for allocation of credit facilities. 

Using development process in recognition pattern for manufacturing classified model for better validation 

of banks customers. 

Design and manufacturing protection system of decision and applied software for validation of bank 

customers based on proposal model. 
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